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MOTIVATION 

 Photon isolation criteria are necessarily applied in 
hadron collider experiments to suppress the very 
large reducible background of ‘non-prompt’ photons 
(e.g., photons that are faked by jets or produced by 
hadron decays)
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2 Photon isolation

2.1 Isolation criteria

Hadron collider experiments at the Tevatron and the LHC do not perform inclusive photon mea-
surements. The background of secondary photons coming from the decays of π0, η, etc. overwhelms
the signal by several orders of magnitude and the experimental selection of prompt diphotons re-
quires isolation cuts (or criteria) to reject this background. The standard cone isolation and the
smooth cone isolation are two of these criteria. Both criteria consider the amount of hadronic
(partonic) transverse energy‡ Ehad

T (r) =
!

i E
had
T i Θ(r − Riγ) inside a cone of radius r around the

direction of the photon momentum pγ . Then the isolated photons are selected by limiting the
value of Ehad

T (r).

The standard cone isolation criterion fixes the size R of the radius of the isolation cone and it
requires

Ehad
T (R) ≤ ET max , (1)

where the isolation parameter ET max can be either a fixed value of transverse energy or a function
of the photon transverse momentum pTγ (i.e., ET max = ϵ pTγ with a fixed parameter ϵ). A
combination of these two options is also possible: for instance, ET max = 0.05 pTγ + 6 GeV is used
in the study of Refs. [19, 22].

Provided ET max is finite (not vanishing) standard cone isolation leads to infrared-safe cross
sections [57] in QCD perturbation theory. Parton radiation exactly collinear with the direction of
the photon momentum is allowed by the constraint in Eq. (1) and, as a consequence, the treatment
of standard cone isolation within perturbative QCD requires the introduction of parton to photon
fragmentation functions. Decreasing the value of ET max reduces and suppresses the effect of the
fragmentation function (and of the corresponding partonic subprocesses).

The smooth cone isolation criterion [26] (see also Refs. [58, 59]) also fixes the size R of the
isolation cone and it requires

Ehad
T (r) ≤ ET max χ(r;R) , in all cones with r ≤ R , (2)

with a suitable choice of the r dependence of the isolation function χ(r;R). The two key properties
[26] of the isolation function are: χ(r;R) has to smoothly vanish as the cone radius r vanishes
(χ(r) → 0 , if r → 0 ), and it has to fulfil the condition 0 < χ(r;R) ≤ 1 (in particular, χ must
not vanish) for any finite (non-vanishing) value of r. Since Ehad

T (r) does not increase by decreasing
r, in practice the requirement in Eq. (2) is effective only if χ(r;R) monotonically decreases as r
decreases.

The smooth cone isolation criterion implies that, closer to the photon, less hadronic activity
is allowed. The amount of energy deposited by parton radiation at angular distance r = 0 from
the photon is required to be exactly equal to zero, and the fragmentation component (which
has a purely collinear origin in perturbative QCD) of the cross section vanishes completely. The

‡For each four-momentum pµi , the corresponding transverse momentum (pTi), transverse energy (ETi), rapidity
(yi) and azimuthal angle (Φi) are defined in the centre–of–mass frame of the colliding hadrons. Angular distances
Riγ are defined in rapidity–azimuthal angle space (R2

iγ = (yi − yγ)2 + (Φi − Φγ)2).
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rapidity–azimuthal angle space Usually, the criteria consider the amount of 
hadronic (partonic) transverse energy, inside 

a cone of radius r around the direction 
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 Typically used by experimental analyses
 It can be experimentally implemented in a relatively 
straightforward manner
 Solid and well understood
 It only suppresses part of the fragmentation 
contribution

Standard cone criterion2 Photon isolation
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ET max fixed parameter
<latexit sha1_base64="LQN64hQcqpepPxwj5FDu4G03MTQ=">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</latexit>

ET max = ≤ pT∞+Eo with Eo fixed parameter
<latexit sha1_base64="wMIaXLQPeR9qJgGR18vpCPBMuw8=">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</latexit>
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 Typically used by theoretical tools
 Due to the finite granularity of the detectors, it 
cannot be directly applied at the experimental level 
in its original form
 It formally eliminates the entire fragmentation 
contribution

Smooth cone criterion
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cancellation of perturbative QCD soft divergences still takes place as in ordinary infrared-safe
cross sections, since parton radiation is not forbidden in any finite region of the phase space [26].
It is also preferable to choose isolation functions χ(r;R) with a sufficiently smooth dependence
on r over the entire range 0 < r < R. In particular, large discontinuities of χ(r;R) at finite
values of r are potential sources of instabilities [60] in fixed-order perturbative calculations. Small
discontinuities of the function χ(r;R) (such as those in the discretized version [61] of smooth cone
isolation) are instead acceptable.

A customary choice of the isolation function χ(r;R) is

χ(r;R) =

!

1− cos(r)

1− cos(R)

"n

, (3)

where the value of the power n is typically set to n = 1. We also consider the following isolation
function:

χ(r;R) =
# r

R

$2n
, (4)

whose value depends on the ratio r/R (rather than r and R, independently). The two functions in
Eqs. (3) and (4) are equal at the isolation cone boundary r → R (χ(r;R) → 1) and they behave
similarly as r → 0 (χ(r;R) ∝ r2n).

Comparing the isolation requirements in Eqs. (1) and (2) by using the same values of R and
ET max in both equations, we see that smooth cone isolation is more restrictive than standard cone
isolation. Therefore, the following physical constraint applies:

dσsmooth(R;ET max) < dσstandard(R;ET max) , (5)

where dσ generically denotes total cross sections and differential cross sections with respect to
photon kinematical variables, and the subscripts ‘smooth’ and ‘standard’ refer to smooth and
standard isolation, respectively. Note that the isolation parameters R and ET max are set at the
same values in the two isolated cross sections, dσsmooth and dσstandard, that are compared in the
inequality (5) (e.g., the inequality is not necessarily valid if smooth isolation at a given value
of ET max is compared with standard isolation at a different and smaller value of ET max). An
analogous reasoning applies to the cross section dependence on the isolation parameters ET max and
R, since the isolation requirement can become more or less restrictive by varying these parameters.
Therefore, we have the following physical behaviour:

dσis(R;ET max) monotonically decreases as ET max decreases (R fixed) , (6)

dσis(R;ET max) monotonically increases as R decreases (ET max fixed) , (7)

dσsmooth(R;ET max;n) monotonically decreases as n increases (R and ET max fixed) , (8)

and the subscript ‘is’ equally applies to both isolation criteria (e.g., ‘is’=‘smooth’ or ‘is’=‘standard’).
The relation (8) refers to the dependence on the power n in the case of the isolation function in
Eqs. (3) or (4) (a similar relation applies to the cross section dependence by considering two
isolation functions χ1(r) and χ2(r) such that χ1(r) > χ2(r)).

The standard cone isolation criterion is simpler and, as stated in the Introduction, it is the
criterion that is used in experimental analyses at hadron colliders (the actual experimental selec-
tion of isolated photons, including isolation requirements, is definitely much more involved than
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Figure 1: The different shapes of the isolation functions χ(r;R) for selected values of the power
n and with R = 0.4. The functions χ(r;R) in Eqs. (3) and (4) are labelled as (r/R)2n (dashed
lines) and Cosn (solid lines), respectively.

similar quantitative results for the two criteria, as a pragmatic approach to mimic the standard
cone isolation that is used in experimental conditions. We think that our comparison with the
same value of ET max (and R) is more informative to investigate and understand differences and
similarities between perturbative QCD results for the two criteria.

The QCD results on standard cone isolation depend on the parton-to-photon fragmentation
function Da/γ(z;µfrag) (a = q, q̄, g), z being the photon momentum fraction with respect to the
momentum of the fragmenting parton a. Owing to the isolation procedure, the value of z is
bounded by a minimum value zmin (1 ≥ z ≥ zmin), and this leads to a quantitative suppres-
sion of the fragmentation component of the diphoton cross section. The typical value of zmin is
zmin ∼ pTγ/(pTγ + ET max), pTγ being the transverse momentum of the photon that is involved in
the fragmentation process. In our quantitative study we use relatively-large values of pTγ (i.e.,
typically, pTγ > 22 GeV) and relatively-small values of ET max. Therefore, zmin is always large
(zmin ∼> 0.9 at ET max = 2 GeV, and still zmin ∼> 0.7 at ET max = 10 GeV), and the suppression fac-
tor ‡ due to αS

α Da/γ is sizeable (roughly one order of magnitude or more, depending on ET max) [92].
We note that at such high values of z the quark (or antiquark) fragmentation function Dq/γ (or
Dq̄/γ) is much larger (roughly by more than a factor of ten) than the gluon fragmentation function
Dg/γ [92]. In our calculation we consistently (according to the formal perturbative expansion)
include all the fragmentation functions. However, due to the dominance of Dq/γ and Dq̄/γ , in all
our qualitative (or semi-quantitative) comments we neglect the effect of Dg/γ (i.e., we can assume
that only Dq/γ and Dq̄/γ contribute). We also note that, because of QCD scaling violation, at high
values of z, Da/γ(z;µfrag) increases (although weakly) by increasing µfrag.

‡At the formal level αS

α Da/γ is the order of magnitude of the ratio between the fragmentation component and
the direct component.

11
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 Used by theoretical tools
 Due to the finite granularity of the detectors, it 
cannot be directly applied at the experimental level 
in its original form
 It formally eliminates the entire fragmentation 
contribution
 The aim of the method is reduce the strong 
suppression of the smooth cone prescription

Hybrid cone criterion Siegert  [2016]
Chen, Gehrmann, Glover, Höfer, Huss[2019]

fixed cone isolation. A detailed study of the e↵ects of this approximation for photon pair

production [41–43] indicates its viability for su�ciently tight [44] isolation criteria.

The discrepancy between the isolation procedure used in experimental measurement

and theory calculation is nevertheless unsatisfactory, and prevents quantitative statements

on the impact of varying isolation parameters or predictions for loose photon isolation.

Fully consistent NNLO predictions with a fixed cone isolation will require the computation

of fragmentation contributions to this order, demanding an extension of NNLO methods

towards identified final state particles. An improvement over the present predictions can

however already be obtained by the following hybrid prescription [45], which was used by

the ATLAS collaboration in Ref. [17] to compare data with NLO predictions from the

multi-purpose SHERPA event generator [46, 47]:

3. Hybrid cone isolation: In the theoretical prediction, a dynamical cone isolation

with a small value of Rd is combined with a fixed cone isolation with a larger value

of R, such that R
2 � R

2

d. The dynamical cone isolation is applied first, such that

events very close to the collinear divergence are vetoed, and the dependence on the

fragmentation process is eliminated. This removes only a small inner cone from the

the fixed isolation cone, which is then applied to the events that passed the dynamical

cone isolation. The experimental analysis uses only the fixed cone isolation. The

hybrid procedure correctly describes the impact of changing the cone size R, which

amounts to changing the catchment area used in the computation of Ehad

T (R). It

discards a small inner fraction of the cone area, potentially introducing an unknown

R-independent shift of the total amount of Ehad

T (R).

In the following, we will perform a detailed comparison and parameter study of the e↵ect

of dynamical and hybrid cone isolation on the prediction of the photon-plus-jet production

cross section.

2.1 Comparison of isolation criteria and parameters

In order to investigate the dependence on the parameter choices for both the dynamical

(dynIso) and the hybrid cone isolation (hybIso) procedures, we use the fiducial cross

section definition of the 13 TeV ATLAS �+jet data [17] (see Section 5.2 below). The photon

has to have a transverse momentum p
�
T > 125 GeV and a rapidity |y� | < 2.37, excluding

the barrel–endcap region [1.37, 1.56]. Each event is required to contain at least one jet,

defined through the anti-kT algorithm [48] with R
j = 0.4, with transverse momentum

p
j
T > 100 GeV and rapidity |yj | < 2.37. A jet must have a separation from the photon axis

of R�j
> 0.8.

We compute the theory predictions at NLO, using the NNPDF3.0 PDF set [49], and

both the renormalization and factorization scale are chosen to be equal to the photon trans-

verse momentum. The theoretical uncertainty arising from the scale choice is estimated by

means of a seven-point scale variation:

µR = a p
�
T , µF = b p

�
T , (2.4)

where a, b 2 (1
2
, 1, 2) and we exclude the pairs (a, b) = (1

2
, 2) and (a, b) = (2, 1

2
).

– 4 –
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pp ! Z�

JetPhox: NLO(QCD)+NLO(Frag)     [99’]
MCFM: NNLO(QCD)                    [2016/2017]
NNLOJET: NNLO(QCD)    [2019]

Kuhn, Kulesza, Pozzorini, Schulze   [2005]
Becher, Garcia i Tormo                [2013]
Schwartz                                   [2016]

Peter: N^3LL 
Threshold Resummation  
arXiv:1206.6115

DiPhox: NLO(QCD)+NLO(Frag)        [99’]
2yNNLO: NNLO(QCD)                            [2011]
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2yRes:  [2015]   
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NLO(QCD)+LO(Frag)                            [2013]
Bern, Dixon, Febres Cordero, Hoeche, 
Ita, Kosower, Lo Presti, Maitre      [2013]
Badger, Guffanti, Yundin               [2013]
Greiner, Fäh                              [2017]
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Figure 5: χ(r) = ((1− cos(r))/(1− cos(R)))n as a function of r for different values of n.

unphysical results. At large values of n, the effect of the isolation is stronger and we obtain
therefore, smaller cross sections which their values show an independent behavior of ET max.

Cross sections as a function of n

σ
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Figure 6: Cross sections in function on n, obtained using the Frixione isolation criterion. The
applied CMS cuts are described in the text.

At this point we can ask about the universality of the χ(r) function of Eq. (13). We propose
a set of new χ(r) functions which verify the properties of the Eqs. (12) and (11). The results
are condensate in Table (3.2), and are compared with the results obtained using the standard
cone isolation criterion and those obtained with the original form of χ(r). All the results are in
agreement except for the ii case, for which the weight of the large logarithmic terms becomes
dominant and we obtain an unphysical result.
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Isolation
!

Ehad
T ≤ χ(r) σNLO

total (fb)

i Frixione 2GeV
"
1
2 −

1
2 cos(

πr
R )

#
3760

ii Frixione 2GeV
"
1
2 −

1
2 cos(

πr
R )

#0.5
3921

iii Frixione 2GeV r/R 3769
iv Frixione 2GeV (r/R)2 3731

v Frixione 2GeV
$

1−cos(r)
1−cos(R)

%
3724

v Standard 2GeV 1 3731

Table 2: Cross sections for the pp → γγ + X process at the LHC at NLO. The applied cuts are
described in the text. We show a comparison between cross sections obtained using different types
of χ(r) functions.

4 Plots

We have to unify the form in which all the plots are presented (TopDrawer).

4.1 CMS

Figure 7: Diphoton cross section as a function of the azimuthal separation of the two photons. Data from CMS [71] (
√
s = 7 TeV)

are compared to the NNLO calculation [28].

Figure 7 shows a measurement by CMS [71], of the diphoton cross section as a function of
the azimuthal angle ∆φγγ between the photons. The data are compared with our NLO and
NNLO calculations [28]. The acceptance criteria used in this analysis (

√
s = 7 TeV) require:

pharderT ≥ 23 GeV and psofterT ≥ 20 GeV. The rapidity of both photons is restricted to |yγ| ≤ 2.5,
and the invariant mass of the diphoton system is constrained to be Mγγ > 80GeV. The isolation
parameters have the values ϵγ = 0.05, n = 1 and R = 0.4.

The histograms in Fig. 7 show that the NNLO QCD results remarkably improve the theoretical
description of the CMS data throughout the entire range of ∆φγγ .
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 Accord avoiding tuning smooth/hybrid isolation 
parameters from comparison with NLO tools with 
fragmentation

The diphoton example

all-order resummation of these collinear contributions of O((αS/n)k). However, such resummation
treatment cannot be pursued for arbitrarily small values of n since it unavoidably fails in the limit
n → 0, because of non-perturbative photon fragmentation effects (smooth isolation with n = 0
requires photon fragmentation functions since it is equivalent to standard isolation).

We can draw some conclusions from our discussion on small values of n. Owing to the physical
requirements in Eqs. (5) and (8), in principle cross sections for standard and smooth isolation tend
to agree at very small values of n. However, fixed-order QCD computations for smooth isolation
are not reliable if n ≪ 1 (they are affected by large higher-order corrections) and, in particular,
they can violate the physical constraint in Eq. (5). In practice, to the purpose of approximating
the standard isolation criterion within fixed-order QCD calculations it is more appropriate to
consider smooth isolation with values of n that are not too small. From the results in Fig. 2, we
can conclude that the total cross sections σNLO

smooth and σNLO
standard quantitatively agree if n ≃ 1.

In the following we consider differential cross sections with respect to various kinematical
variables and we limit ourselves to present smooth isolation results with n = 1. We have checked
that the shape of the various NLO kinematical distributions is very little affected by variations of n
within the range 0.1∼<n∼< 4. At the NLO, variations of n basically produce overall normalization
effects, whose size corresponds to the n dependence of σNLO

smooth that is observed in Fig. 2.

2.3.2 Differential cross sections at the LO

Figure 3: The Mγγ differential cross section for ET max = 2 GeV (left panel) and ET max = 10 GeV
(right panel) and with the same photon kinematical cuts as in Fig. 2. The scale variation bands
of the LO and NLO results for smooth and standard isolation are as follows: LO smooth isolation
(black dashed), LO standard isolation (light-blue dashed), NLO smooth isolation (red solid) and
NLO standard isolation (blue solid).

In Fig. 3 we present the LO and NLO results (including their scale variation dependence) for
the differential cross section with respect to the diphoton invariant mass Mγγ . We consider two
different values, 2 GeV (Fig. 3-left) and 10 GeV (Fig. 3-right), of ET max and we use both standard
and smooth isolation. In Fig. 4 we present the analogous results for the differential cross section
with respect to the angular variable cos θ∗ in the Collins–Soper rest frame. The results in Figs. 3

17

Catani, LC, de Florian, Ferrera, Grazzini [2018]
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Catani, LC, de Florian, Ferrera, Grazzini [2018]
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 Accord avoiding tuning smooth/hybrid isolation 
parameters from comparison with NLO tools with 
fragmentation

The diphoton example

Far away from the back-to-back 
regions are not affected by changes 
in the isolation parameters at NLO 
(using smooth cone)

Figure 7: The NLO results (scale variation bands) for the ∆Φγγ differential cross section that
are obtained by using the smooth (red solid band) and standard (blue dashed band) cone isolation
criteria with ET max = 2 GeV (left panel) and ET max = 10 GeV (right panel). The photon
kinematical cuts are the same as in Fig. 3.

region, any fixed-order QCD result is physically not reliable, and reliable quantitative predictions
for the detailed shape of the∆Φγγ distribution can be recovered only through all-order perturbative
resummation [42, 43] of these large logarithmic contributions. Owing to this reason, in the results
of Fig. 7 we have excluded the region around ∆Φγγ = π. This also implies that the NLO results
in Fig. 7 (with ∆Φγγ < π) actually represent ‘effective’ LO predictions for the ∆Φγγ distribution.

Independently of the value of ET max, we note that the ∆Φγγ distribution is sharply peaked
at large values of ∆Φγγ : the cross section decreases by more than one order of magnitude by
decreasing ∆Φγγ from ∆Φγγ ∼ 3 to ∆Φγγ ∼ 2.5, and it still decreases by about one order of
magnitude in going from ∆Φγγ ∼ 2.5 to ∆Φγγ ∼ 0.5. Standard and smooth isolation results have
a similar scale dependence that increases from roughly ±20% at ∆Φγγ ∼ 2.5 to roughly ±30%
at ∆Φγγ ∼ 0.5 (in the case of standard isolation the scale dependence also slightly increases by
increasing the value of ET max). As expected from an effective LO prediction, this scale dependence
is larger (by about a factor of 2–3) than the scale dependence of the NLO total cross section (the
bulk of the NLO total cross section is due to the region near∆Φγγ ∼ π, where the scale dependence
of the ∆Φγγ differential cross section is reduced).

The main quantitative differences between standard and smooth isolation results appear by
examining the dependence on ET max of the ∆Φγγ distribution. At very small values of ET max

(ET max = 2 GeV) the two isolation criteria lead to very similar results, within the corresponding
scale variation uncertainties. At larger values of ET max (ET max = 10 GeV), smooth cone results
tend to be smaller than standard cone results, and the differences increase by decreasing the value
of ∆Φγγ . At very small values of ∆Φγγ , the differences are sizeable; for instance, standard NLO
results are roughly a factor of 2.1 larger than smooth NLO results at ∆Φγγ ∼ 0.5. In the case
of smooth isolation, the qg initial-state partonic channel contributes more than the qq̄ channel
(because of the larger Lqg PDF luminosity). At high values of ∆Φγγ the smooth isolation result
depends very weakly on ET max and it is very similar (though it is not exactly equal) to the direct
component of the standard isolation result. As previously mentioned, if ∆Φγγ < π − R ≃ 2.7

28

Catani, LC, de Florian, Ferrera, Grazzini [2018]
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 Accord avoiding tuning smooth/hybrid isolation 
parameters from comparison with NLO tools with 
fragmentation

The diphoton example

Far away from the back-to-back 
regions are not affected by changes 
in the isolation parameters at NLO 
(using smooth cone)

the smooth isolation result is exactly independent of ET max and it coincides with the direct
component of the standard isolation cross section. Therefore, at low values of ∆Φγγ the NLO
differences between the two isolation criteria are entirely due to the fragmentation component of
the standard isolation calculation.

Figure 8: The NLO results (scale variation bands) for the pTγγ differential cross section that are
obtained by using the smooth (red solid band) and standard (blue dashed band) cone isolation
criteria with ET max = 2 GeV (left panel) and ET max = 10 GeV (right panel). The photon
kinematical cuts are the same as in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 8 we present the NLO results for the differential cross section with respect to the
transverse momentum pTγγ of the photon pair. At LO, as already mentioned, pTγγ = 0 for smooth
isolation while pTγγ < ET max for standard isolation. Analogously to the case of dσ/d∆Φγγ at
∆Φγγ ≃ π, the perturbative computation of dσ/dpTγγ at small values of pTγγ is affected by large
logarithmic corrections [28] that have to be treated by an all-order resummation procedure [42, 43]
to obtain reliable QCD predictions. Therefore, in Fig. 8 we do not show the NLO results at small
values of pTγγ. Actually, we consider only the region with pTγγ > ET max, where the results have
to be regarded as ‘effective’ LO predictions.

The scale dependence of the NLO result for dσ/dpTγγ in the case of smooth isolation is similar
to that of the NLO total cross section, while the scale dependence in the case of standard isolation
is larger. At small values of ET max (e.g., ET max = 2 GeV) the NLO results for smooth and
standard isolation are very similar, within the corresponding scale dependence. At larger values
of ET max (ET max = 10 GeV) the standard isolation result tends to be larger than the smooth
isolation result: however, the ratio of the two results is always smaller than approximately 1.8.
In the case of smooth isolation, the qg initial-state channel gives the dominant contribution. The
partonic final state of the NLO calculation for smooth isolation includes the two photons and a
parton. Owing to transverse-momentum conservation, the transverse momentum of the parton is
equal to pTγγ and, therefore, if pTγγ > ET max (as in Fig. 8) the parton is not allowed (by isolation)
to be inside the photon isolation cones. Consequently, if pTγγ > ET max the NLO smooth isolation
result is independent‡ of ET max and it exactly coincides with the result of the direct component for

‡Parton radiation inside the isolation cone is kinematically allowed. If pTγγ > ET max the smooth isolation
result is independent of ET max but it still depends on the photon isolation criterion: events with pTγγ > ET max

are kinematically allowed but they are rejected by the isolation requirement.

29
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qq̄ → γγ by an extra power of αS, but this suppression is compensated by the increased luminosity
of the partonic initial state). Moreover, the kinematical configuration where the final-state quark is
outside the isolation cones of both photons contributes through the process of Eq. (11) to the NLO
calculation of both smooth and standard isolations. This is not a very limited kinematical region
(the size R of the isolation cones is not large) and, due to the large value of the Lqg luminosity,
it gives a sizeable and ET max independent NLO contribution to both isolation prescriptions. It
follows that, for both isolation criteria, we expect large NLO corrections and a much reduced ET max

dependence with respect to the LO result. As we are going to show shortly, the expectations of
our discussion are confirmed by the actual NLO results.

We note that the LO results that we have presented are obtained by using LO PDFs and the
NLO BFG fragmentation functions, since LO fragmentation functions are not readily available in
the default setup of the DIPHOX code. This mismatch (at the strictly formal level) of perturbative
order in the fragmentation functions should not strongly affect the main features of the LO stan-
dard isolation results. More generally, standard cone isolation results are certainly affected by an
additional uncertainty, which is due to the poorly known fragmentation functions, that is difficult
to be estimated at the quantitative level. The recent Ref. [93] presents a very brief overview on
prospects for improving the determination of the photon fragmentation functions.

The value of the NLO total cross section σNLO, including its corresponding scale variation
dependence, is reported in Table 1 and Fig. 2 for two different values of ET max: ET max = 2 GeV
(Fig. 2-left) and ET max = 10 GeV (Fig. 2-right).

Figure 2: Value of the NLO total cross section, including scale variation dependence, for the stan-
dard (red line and band) and smooth (black error bars) isolation criteria. The photon kinematical
cuts are described in the text (beginning of Sect. 2.3). The results are obtained for two different
values of ET max = 2 GeV (left panel) and 10 GeV (right panel). In the case of smooth cone
isolation, some different values of the power n (n = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 4) in the isolation function
χ(r;R) = (r/R)2n are considered.

In the case of smooth cone isolation, the NLO result depends on the power n of the isolation
function χ(r;R) = (r/R)2n. We postpone the discussion of the n dependence and we consider
the case with n = 1. The values of the cross sections are σNLO

smooth = 31.92 pb +12.6%
−12.1% (scale) with

ET max = 2 GeV and σNLO
smooth = 33.91 pb +13.0%

−12.6% (scale) with ET max = 10 GeV. The standard
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of σsmooth is very sensitive to soft parton radiation. The dominant effects of soft and collinear
radiation can be easily computed at NLO (see Refs. [26, 57, 94]). We consider the NLO correction
δNLO = (σNLO − σLO)/σLO, and we limit ourselves to sketch the dominant n dependence of the
soft (δNLO,soft

smooth ) and collinear (δNLO,coll
smooth ) contribution to δNLO within smooth isolation. We have

δNLO,soft
smooth ∝ − αS R

2

!

ln

!

Q

ET max

"

+ n

"

, (n ≫ 1) , (12)

δNLO,coll
smooth ∝ +

αS

n

ET max

Q
, (n ≪ 1) , (13)

where Q is the typical hard scale of the cross section (the scale is of the order of the minimum
value of phardTγ ) and we have considered small values of ET max (by neglecting relative corrections
of O(ET max/Q)).

The proportionality factor that is not explicitly denoted on the right-hand side of Eq. (12)
depends on the LO cross section for the partonic process qq̄ → γγ. The soft contribution in Eq. (12)
is negative. It is due to a strong kinematical mismatch between (negative) soft virtual radiation
(one-loop corrections in the subprocess qq̄ → γγ), which is not affected by isolation, and (positive)
soft real radiation (the subprocess qq̄ → gγγ at the tree level), which is strongly suppressed by
isolation. We note that δNLO,soft

smooth is proportional to n, so that eventually σNLO
smooth diverges to ‘− ∞’

in the limit n → +∞. This NLO divergence is the perturbative signal of the infrared unsafety of
the isolated cross section in the limit of completely isolated photons (no accompanying transverse
energy inside the isolation cone). We observe that δNLO,soft

smooth is proportional to R2, so that the
soft contribution is strongly suppressed if the photon isolation cone has a small radius R. We
also note that δNLO,soft

smooth is due to subprocesses with a qq̄ initial state. The subprocess qg → qγγ is
formally subdominant in the soft limit (n ≫ 1), but it represents a sizeable quantitative correction
to δNLO,soft

smooth because of the increased PDF luminosity of the qg initial state. The R2-suppressed
dependence of δNLO,soft

smooth and the large size of the (positive) correction to it from the qg initiated
subprocess explain why the results for σNLO

smooth in Fig. 2 have a small dependence on n at relatively-
large values of n (e.g., n ≃ 4).

The collinear contribution in Eq. (13) is relevant to discuss the n dependence of the results in
Fig. 2 at small values of n. We note that the NLO contributions from the initial-state qq̄ channel
(e.g., qq̄ → gγγ) are subdominant in the limit n ≪ 1. The contribution in Eq. (13) is due to real
radiation of a collinear quark or antiquark inside the photon isolation cone through the partonic
processes qg → qγγ and q̄g → q̄γγ (the proportionality factor that is not explicitly denoted in the
right-hand side of Eq. (13) depends on the LO cross section for the partonic processes qg → qγ and
q̄g → q̄γ). Therefore, δNLO,coll

smooth is positive and independent of R. Moreover, δNLO,coll
smooth is proportional

to ET max, so that its induced n dependence is reduced by decreasing ET max (in agreement with
the results in Fig. 2 at small n). Owing to its dependence on n, δNLO,coll

smooth sizeably increases by
decreasing n at fixed ET max and, eventually, δNLO,coll

smooth (and, consequently, σNLO
smooth) diverges to

‘+∞’ in the limit n → 0. Since σNLO
smooth becomes arbitrarily large by decreasing n, it is obvious

that at sufficiently small values of n the physical requirement σsmooth < σstandard (see Eq. (5))
is unavoidably violated. This misbehaviour of σNLO

smooth at small values of n implies that beyond-
NLO contributions are relevant. Indeed, each higher-order contribution is equally misbehaved at
n ≪ 1: the NkLO correction is proportional to (αS/n)k (because of multiple collinear radiation
inside the photon isolation cone) an it cannot be regarded as a small correction if n∼<αS (i.e.,
n∼< 0.1). In principle, the perturbative treatment at small values of n can be improved by a proper
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Figure 1: The different shapes of the isolation functions χ(r;R) for selected values of the power
n and with R = 0.4. The functions χ(r;R) in Eqs. (3) and (4) are labelled as (r/R)2n (dashed
lines) and Cosn (solid lines), respectively.

similar quantitative results for the two criteria, as a pragmatic approach to mimic the standard
cone isolation that is used in experimental conditions. We think that our comparison with the
same value of ET max (and R) is more informative to investigate and understand differences and
similarities between perturbative QCD results for the two criteria.

The QCD results on standard cone isolation depend on the parton-to-photon fragmentation
function Da/γ(z;µfrag) (a = q, q̄, g), z being the photon momentum fraction with respect to the
momentum of the fragmenting parton a. Owing to the isolation procedure, the value of z is
bounded by a minimum value zmin (1 ≥ z ≥ zmin), and this leads to a quantitative suppres-
sion of the fragmentation component of the diphoton cross section. The typical value of zmin is
zmin ∼ pTγ/(pTγ + ET max), pTγ being the transverse momentum of the photon that is involved in
the fragmentation process. In our quantitative study we use relatively-large values of pTγ (i.e.,
typically, pTγ > 22 GeV) and relatively-small values of ET max. Therefore, zmin is always large
(zmin ∼> 0.9 at ET max = 2 GeV, and still zmin ∼> 0.7 at ET max = 10 GeV), and the suppression fac-
tor ‡ due to αS

α Da/γ is sizeable (roughly one order of magnitude or more, depending on ET max) [92].
We note that at such high values of z the quark (or antiquark) fragmentation function Dq/γ (or
Dq̄/γ) is much larger (roughly by more than a factor of ten) than the gluon fragmentation function
Dg/γ [92]. In our calculation we consistently (according to the formal perturbative expansion)
include all the fragmentation functions. However, due to the dominance of Dq/γ and Dq̄/γ , in all
our qualitative (or semi-quantitative) comments we neglect the effect of Dg/γ (i.e., we can assume
that only Dq/γ and Dq̄/γ contribute). We also note that, because of QCD scaling violation, at high
values of z, Da/γ(z;µfrag) increases (although weakly) by increasing µfrag.

‡At the formal level αS

α Da/γ is the order of magnitude of the ratio between the fragmentation component and
the direct component.

11
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Figure 16: Isolation parameter dependence of dσ/d cos θ∗ (left) and dσ/d∆Φγγ (right) at NNLO.
The reference results (including their scale dependence) with n = 1 and ET max = 4 GeV of Figs.12
and 13 are compared to corresponding results that are obtained by varying either n (n = 2 and
n = 0.5) or ET max (ET max = 10 GeV). Cross sections ratios with respect to the reference result
are shown in the lower subpanels.

We comment on the results in Fig. 16 by excluding those in the region where ∆Φγγ ∼> 2.8
(comments on this region are postponed). As a main overall comment we observe that the NNLO
results have a mild dependence on the isolation parameters. Indeed, the effects of the variations
of the isolation parameters are not larger than the scale dependence at fixed isolation parameters.
Moreover, the qualitative dependence on both ET max and n is in agreement with physical expec-
tation (see Eqs. (6) and (8)) throughout the entire kinematical regions of cos θ∗ and ∆Φγγ : the
value of the differential cross sections decreases by requiring the photons to be more isolated. We
also recall (see Sect. 2.3.3) that in the region where ∆Φγγ ∼< π − R ≃ 2.7 the NLO cross section
dσ/d∆Φγγ (within smooth isolation) does not depend on the isolation parameters. Therefore, the
ET max and n dependence observed in the NNLO results for dσ/d cos θ∗ (dσ/d∆Φγγ) is ‘effectively’
an NLO (an LO) QCD effect.

We note that the n dependence (at fixed ET max = 4 GeV) is practically the same throughout
the entire kinematical region of either cos θ∗ or ∆Φγγ , so that it does not produce any shape
variations. The overall size of the n dependence of the differential cross sections is basically equal
to that of the NNLO total cross section (see Sect. 3.1).

The ET max dependence in Fig. 16 is substantially larger than the n dependence, because
ET max = 10 GeV is sizeably different from ET max = 4 GeV. Nonetheless, also the ET max de-
pendence at NNLO is quite moderate (as already noticed in Sect. 2.3.1 for the case of the NLO
total cross section). In the case of dσNNLO/d cos θ∗, the variation of ET max does not produce
any significant shape variation: the differential cross section uniformly increases by approximately
10% in going from ET max = 4 GeV to ET max = 10 GeV. Consequently, an equal increase ap-
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Figure 2: Dependence of the NNLO cross sections on rcut for various processes. The NNLO
results at fixed values of rcut are normalized to the rcut ! 0 extrapolation obtained by using
rcut � 0.15%. The blue band represents the combined numerical and extrapolation uncertainty.
For processes with a large rcut dependence, the extrapolated result and uncertainty obtained by
using rcut � 0.05% is shown in red. Where available, rcut-independent reference results are black.
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Fig. 6 (MLO
frag ≃ 53 GeV and MLO

dir = 64 GeV), which presents the results for dσ/dMγγ with the
same kinematical cuts as in Fig. 3 but with an increased value of pH (phardTγ > pH = 32 GeV).

The shape of dσLO
frag/dMγγ near the LO threshold is qualitatively similar to that of dσLO

smooth/dMγγ:
the maximum value and the sharp decrease of dσLO

frag/dMγγ for Mγγ ∼ MLO
frag are produced by the pT

cuts through the same kinematical mechanism that we have described in the case of the smooth
isolation result. In the case of the single-fragmentation component, using 2psoftTγ = 2zphardTγ =√
zMγγ sin θS, we can express zmin as a function of ET max/(Mγγ sin θS) and the pT cuts lead to the

constraints Mγγ sin θS > 2pH
√
z and

√
zMγγ sin θS > 2pS. Note that the integration region over

the photon momentum fraction z is limited also by the effect of the pT cuts. In the vicinity of the
LO invariant-mass threshold, Mγγ ∼ MLO

frag, the phase space integration region over z is strongly

suppressed by these cuts, and the Mγγ distribution vanishes proportionally to (Mγγ − MLO
frag)

3/2.
In particular, this vanishing behaviour is stronger and smoother (by a factor of Mγγ −MLO

frag) than
the LO vanishing behaviour of dσ/dMγγ for smooth cone isolation.

The effect of the rapidity cut |yγ| < yM is analogous to the case of smooth isolation: it leads to
the replacement Lqg(τ) → Lqg(τ ; ymax) (ymax = yM − |∆yγγ|/2) in the right-hand side of Eq. (21).

Figure 6: The Mγγ differential cross section for ET max = 10 GeV with the same photon kinemati-
cal cuts as in Fig. 3-right and an increased cut on the minimum value of phardTγ (phardTγ > 32 GeV).
The scale variation bands of the LO and NLO results for smooth and standard isolation are as fol-
lows: LO smooth isolation (black dashed), LO standard isolation (light-blue dashed), NLO smooth
isolation (red solid) and NLO standard isolation (blue solid).

2.3.3 Differential cross sections at the NLO

We now move to discuss the NLO results for the differential cross sections. In addition to the
Mγγ and cos θ∗ distributions, we present the NLO results for the differential cross sections with
respect to the diphoton azimuthal separation ∆Φγγ (Fig. 7) and to the transverse momentum
pTγγ of the photon pair (Fig. 8). The NLO results in Figs. 7 and 8 are obtained by using the
reference kinematical cuts described at the beginning of Sect. 2.3 (as in the case of Figs. 3 and 4).
As we have previously noticed, the LO calculation leads to non-vanishing differential cross section
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